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ABSTRACT 

Sustainability reporting is a method of interrogating an organization’socommitment to sustainable 

development inoaoway that can be demonstratedoto stakeholders by reporting both financialoand non-

financial data. Inotoday’s age, firmsoshouldotake accountability foroandodisclose impacts ofotheir 

operations onotheooverall society and environmentoinowhich they exist. Organizations have 

increasingly embraced sustainability reporting. In the last five years, different companies have 

been issuing profit warnings in Nairobi Stock Exchange highlighting poor performance. The 

general objective of theostudyowas to determine the relationshipobetween sustainability reporting 

and competitive advantage of firmsolisted at the Nairobi SecuritiesoExchange. This study was 

anchored on Stakeholder theory and Legitimacy theory. The study usedodescriptive cross-sectional 

survey. The population target forothisostudy was the entire 63 firms at the Nairobi Securities 

Exchange. Study was based on primary data that was collected through online questionnaire. The 

study used multiple regression method. It was found out  that economic, social and environmental 

factors  influence sustainable reporting at moderate extent. The findings establishedotheoexistence 

of a strong positiveocorrelation between sustainable reporting and competitive advantage. The 

study concludes that the numberoofocompanies who issue sustainabilityoreports has 

significantlyoincreased during the lastodecade. Various researches haveobeenoconducted over 

theolastodecade foroexaminingothe linkageobetweenosustainability reporting 

andocorporateofinancial performance.The study recommends that through stakeholder 

engagement, companies can conduct a preliminary dialogue process with the stakeholders so that 

they may be able to identify closely just who its stakeholders are.The research  also recommends 

that professional and regulatory bodies need to provide guidelines that help companies to prepare 

and publish timely,oreadily accessible and reliableoenvironmental information to satisfyothe 

interests ofostakeholders. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

In the 21st century, manyobusinesses have realized that sustainabilityoandoresponsibility have become 

criticalofactors to stable economies andosustainableogrowth. According to Friedman (2015), many 

businessesohave realized that sustainabilityoandoresponsibility are critical factorsoof stable 

economiesoand sustainable growth. Dueoto significant problemsosuch as global warming, decrease 

in bio-diversity, rapid depletion ofonaturaloresources and pollution, povertyoand violation 

ofohumanorights, it is crucial for firmsotooprepare business reports witholongoterm socio-economic 

andoenvironmental aspects that willocontribute to sustainable developmentobesides financial 

reports.Theoreports with both financialoand non-financial dataoofobusinesses together which 

emergeoinoorder to meet thisorequirement could be stated asosustainabilityoreports (Yükçü & 

Kaplanoğlu, 2016). Venanzi (2012) asserted that thereoisoa strong relationship between sustainable 

reporting andocompetitiveoadvantage. Contrarily, Adams , Aybars and  Kutlu,  (2015) argued that 

there was a weak significance of relationship between sustainable reporting and competitive 

advantage. 

The research was anchored on Stakeholders’ theory and Legitimacy theory. Stakeholders’ theory 

allows the business owners to observe the framework and structures put in place towards 

achievement of the organizations’ goals and objectives based on the missions and visions 

(Freeman, 1984). In addition, stakeholder’s theory helps the management in ensuring success of 

organizations and it depends on how they utilize their wealth adequately (De Villiers & Van 

Staden, 2011). Legitimacy theoryopostsothat organizations areoexpectedoto act in a socially 

acceptableomanner to access resources, gainoapprovaloof their goals and placeoinotheosociety, and 
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guaranteeocontinued existenceo(Guthrieo&oParker, 1989). In case of a disparity among the 

twoosystems, there was a challenge tootheoentity’solegitimacy. It is a resource that society is 

dependent upon for its ensured survival (Pfeffer, 1975). 

Publiclyoquotedocompanies operate in a challengingobusinessoenvironment. Some of the 

challengesoareodifficult economic conditions, enlightenedoandodemanding customers, lack 

ofocompetentoexperts in financialomarketsoand cut throatocompetitiono(Massele, 

Jonathan,oDarroux,o&oFengjuo2015). Just like any publiclyoquoted company, those quoted 

onotheoNairobioSecurities Exchangeo(NSE) are notoanoexception. Therefore, these 

organizations require maintaining extraordinary performance in their business transactions 

toobeoableoto meet the expectationsoofotheirostakeholders which is critical for their survival. 

Therefore, these companies need to consider having a well developed management policy that is 

in line with a firm strategy (Masoud, 2013). In reference to firms listed at NSE, research have 

shown that they are practicing environmental reporting on a limited scale with mostly social issues 

such as education, health and philanthropy being given much attention (Kalunda, 2012). This low 

level of environmental reporting by listed firms poses a question on certainty of their going concern 

because of their inability to adequately meet their environmental demands. 

1.1.1 Sustainability Reporting 

According tootheoInternational Institute of SustainableoDevelopment (IISD), the conceptoof 

Sustainability Reportingohas evolved since 1980sowhen the first environmental reportoappeared. 

It is sometimesoalso referred to as Corporate ResponsibilityoReporting (CRR) or Triple Bottom 

Line (TBL) Reporting.oSustainability reporting is a methodotoointernalize and improve an 

organizationsocommitment to sustainable development inoaowayothat can be demonstrated to 
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bothointernaloandoexternal stakeholders. (Epstein et al., 2009). Various organizations around the 

world defineosustainability differently (Elliot, 2013), howeverotheomost frequently quoted 

definitionoisofrom the World Commission onoEnvironment and Development (WCED, 1987): 

sustainableodevelopment is the development thatomeets the needs ofotheopresent without 

compromising theoabilityoof future generations toomeetotheir own needs.  

Sustainable developmentois not brought aboutobyopolicies only, it must beotaken up by societyoat 

largeoasoaoprinciple guiding the manyochoices each citizen makesoeveryoday, as well asotheobig 

political andoeconomic decisions. Sustainabilityoreporting has been acquiringoincreasing 

importance amongocorporations and their stakeholders aroundotheoworld (International Integrated 

ReportingoCommittee, 2011). Also, inothe higher education sector,oreporting for sustainability 

isoanoincreasingly important issue (Walton,oRichardson and Harrison 2015). Attention 

towardsosustainability reporting is veryohigh in Europe and America, butoalso in developing 

countrieso(United Nations Environment Program – UNEP, 2017; UnitedoNations, 2017). In 

recognitionoofothe wide variety ofomaterial that appears in corporateosustainability reports, 

thereohave been a number ofostudiesofocusing on sustainability reportingopractices, including 

theocontent, scope and structure of theoreports (Beloe et al., 2006; Manetti, 2011; Slater,o2008; 

Stakeholder ResearchoAssociatesoCanada, United Nations Environment Programme and 

Accountability, 2015). Theoroleoof education in promotingosustainability has been emphasizedoby 

international environmentaloeducation declarations, suchoasothe Belgrade Charter (UNESCO- 

UNEP, 2015) and theoTbilisioDeclaration (UNESCO-UNEP, 2016).  

Sustainability reports consistsoofothreeoaspects which areoenvironmental disclosure, social 

disclosure and economic disclosure. Theosustainabilityoapproach requires includingotheseothree 

aspects in business strategiesoandoreporting about their performance. (Akarçay, 2014). 
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Oneoofotheobenefitsoof environmental disclosureois that companiesogetomoreoenvironmentally 

aware aboutotheoeffect of their business activities andotheiroposition in the environment, 

asotheyowantotooreportopositive environmental news. Socialoresponsibilityopractices influence 

theogrowthoandostreamlining of companies, inotermsoofobothooperational performance 

(byoincreasingosales) and increasedomarketovalue, as well asobyoreducingothe risk of 

litigationoresolution. Lastly, profitoorotheofiscal or economic successesoareonot limited or 

unattainableobyothe pursuit ofotheootherotwoovalues. It is a reportotoostakeholdersoon the 

strategy, performance, andoactivitiesoofothe organization inoaomannerothatoallows stakeholders 

to assessotheoabilityoof the organization toocreateoandosustain value over the short, 

mediumoandolongotermo(McoFie,o2014). 

1.1.2 Competitive Advantage 

Competitive advantages is defined as the state that enables a firm or a country to generate services 

or goods at an affordable price and one that meets the preferences and desires of the customers 

(Wagner, 2014). Through this, a productive entity can outshine its competitors by making more 

sales and attaining superior margins. A firm’s competitive advantage is associated with many 

factors that include the customer support, intellectual property, cost structure, distribution network, 

quality, and brand. According to Meihami, and Meihami (2014), organizations that have a 

sustainable competitive advantage consistently produce products or services that carry the qualities 

that match the major buying criteria for most of the consumers in the market. It involves achieving 

superior performance and economic value over a prolonged period in the market. Moreover, it 

entails continual adjustment to environmental changes and ability to withstand all efforts to 

replicate a firm’s advantages by its competitors. Many scholars have concluded that some forms 

of competitive advantage cannot be easily imitated which enables the firm to reap long-lasting 
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benefits. This perception has contributed to the growth of the competitive advantage concept from 

resource based perspective and the industrial organizations (IO) in the previous years which led to 

the advancement of the sustained competitive advantage (SCA). Therefore, competitive advantage 

is said to constitute two elements; the first is, the above average performance notion, as a relational 

measure within an industry and the second is the durability notion. Even though an industry's above 

average performance can be measured justifiably as the returns in comparison to the average of 

the industry, the notion of durability is not clear.  

Click and Duening (2005) observed that the main indicators of competitive advantage are brought 

around in terms of costs of physical assets. Porter (1996) stated that competitive advantage 

essentially focuses on three aspects namely, differentiation advantage, low costs and focus 

strategy. Porter further highlighted that competitive forces can be addressed based on threat of 

substitutes, powerful customers, threat of new entrants and rivalry as well as powerful suppliers.  

In 2014, BarneyoandoHesterly opined that twoocategories of organizational competitiveness exist, 

namelyotemporary and sustainableocompetitiveness. According tootheoresearchers, when an 

organizationoattains competitive advantageoit generally results tooimproved profits, however, 

theseoprofits attract further competitionothat may limit theolength of period theoorganization enjoys 

theocompetitive advantage henceomostly competitive advantageois temporary.On theootherohand, 

someoorganizational competitivenessoisosustainable if competitors areonotoableotooimitate the 

source ofoadvantageooroif none ofoitsopeersobirthsoa better offeringotoothe clients. Different 

researchersohaveoargued out onotheovariousoaspectsorelating to organizational competitiveness. 
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1.1.3 Firms Listed at the Nairobi Securities Exchange  

The NSE wasoconstitutedoasoaovoluntary brokers’ organization ino1954, it is registered under 

theoSocietiesoAct. It wasonotountilo1988othat NSE wasoprivatized.oIno2006, the NSE 

implementedoAutomatedoTradingoSystemo(ATS) to enable liveotradingobased on first 

comeofirstoserved. This system wasoalsoolinked to the CentraloDepository System (CDS) and 

theoCentraloBankoofoKenya to facilitateotradingoinoGovernment bonds. Sinceothen, it has 

undergoneovarious changes and innovations,oincluding the abolishmentoofotheoaggregate foreign 

ownership capoofothe NSE listed companiesoin 2015. The state regulatory body 

CapitaloMarketsoAuthorityo(CMA), is mandated with licensingoandoregulatingotheoNairobi 

Securities Exchange. Public listings and offers of securitiesoissuedoandotraded at theoNSEoare 

also approved byotheoCMA (NSE, 2019). There areopresently 63 companies registeredoat the NSE 

in the various segments among them financial and services, commercial and services, 

manufacturing, telecommunications, agriculture among others. The Nairobi Securitities Exchange 

gives a well-balanced, flourishing and a state-of-the-art environment for the buying or selling of 

bonds and equities as well as a friendly environment for both the international as well as the local 

investors who are eager to gain the experience of trading in the East Africa Market. The Nairobi 

Securities Exchange assists to properly use the savings gained locally hence allowing the 

redistribution of financial resources based on activeness of the agents and thus it has become the 

Centre of attraction for studies (Mukanzi, Mukanzi & Maniagi, 2016). 

NSE is constantly on the growth and hence has increased the services it offers from just providence 

of capital investment to many other functions such as improving the relations between the member 

firms (Ngugi, 2017). From the past studies, NSE has recorded both improvements and decline in 

the share index for instance, in 2012 Kshs 173.6 billion was the average annual index and this was 
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a rise by 11% as compared to the annual index observed in 2011. In the next year which was 2013, 

there was recorded a decrease of 8% in the annual averaged index to an estimated 

Kshso159.7obillion.oIn the 2014 financial year, an increase was recorded fromotheopreviousoyear 

as the volumeotraded rose by 17% tooKshs.o186.7obillion (Mukanzi, Mukanzi & Maniagi, 

2016).oThe NairobioSecuritiesoExchange All Share Index (NASI) recorded and increased total 

returns from 2008-2015 while they held the prices and the dividends was invested back to the 

index. But NASI got a reduced total return from January 2015-December 2015 (NSE, 2017).  

Sustainability reporting is a method of interrogating an organization’socommitment to sustainable 

developmentoinoaoway that can be demonstratedoto stakeholders by reporting bothofinancial and non-

financial data.Inotoday’soage, firms should takeoaccountability for and disclose impactsoofotheir 

operations onotheooverall society and environmentoinowhich they exist. Organizations 

haveoincreasinglyoembraced sustainability reporting.oAccording to Global Reporting 

Initiativeo(2011),othousandsoof organizations worldwideonowoproduce sustainability reports. 

KPMGoInternationaloSurveyoof 2018 whichocoverso34ocountries includingoKenyaoshows that 

95 percentoofotheo250 largest globalocompaniesonow reportoonotheirocorporate responsibility 

activities. Businessesofocus on increasing their stockovalueoforoaolongoperiod, making 

salesowithotheominimum costs and maximum marketoprices,otherefore, reaching 

theohighestoprofit. However, theyoareoreluctant to useotheotechnologies to control 

theoindustrialopollutionoand ignored theoharmsoto the nature. Theodemandsoofothe customers 

about theosustainableodevelopment made the businessesoconsiderothe social and 

environmentaloresults of theiroactivities besides the economicoactivities.  

In the last five years, different companies have been issuing profit warnings in Nairobi Stock 

Exchange highlighting poor performance. In the year 2015, 11 companies listed in NSE issued 
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profit warnings. In the year 2018, the number of companies whose profits decreased by more than 

25% in Nairobi Securities Exchange increased to 18, from 11 in the year 2014. Although 

sustainable reporting disclosure by companies has become an increasing expectation for 

shareholders and regulators alike, sustainable reporting in Kenya is still low, lacking in 

completeness, uniformity and reliability (Kalunda, 2012); and of low quality (Wang’ombe, 2013). 

SR in Kenya is largely voluntary, but there have been some efforts to encourage adoption of SR 

by Kenyan companies. Sustainable reporting varies among firms and among the reporting media, 

and metrics to determine its link to competitive advantage are still not clear (Arnold, 2008).  

Kalunda, (2012) asserted that environmental reporting index by listed firms at the NSE is very low 

just like in any other emerging economy lacking in completeness, uniformity and reliability and 

of low quality (Wang’ombe, 2013). SR in Kenya is largely voluntary, but there have been some 

efforts to encourage adoption of SR by Kenyan companies. Sustainable reporting varies among 

firms and among the reporting media, and metrics to determine its link to competitive advantage 

are still not clear (Arnold, 2008). The environmentaloreporting index in Kenya is 

determinedobyoprofitability, financial leverage,ofirm size, ownership structureoand industry type. 

Several studies have been done on sustainable reporting and competitive advantage locally and 

internationally. Internationally, RichardsonoandoWelker (2001) found evidence ofoaopositive link 

between economicoresources disclosure andocompetitive advantage. It was concluded that 

sustainable reporting is an important factor for most firms to remain competitive. Adam et al., 

(2012) asserted that sustainabilityodisclosures have no significantoimpact on firm performance in 

short-term,owhile the effect mayobeopositive in long-term dueotooreputational benefits. Olayinka 

and Temitopeo(2011)owho empirically examinedotheorelationship between sustainability reporting 

and financialoperformance in Nigeria andofoundoout that sustainable reporting has a positiveoand 
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significant relationship withotheofinancial performance measures. Munasinghe and Kumara 

(2013)oascertained the relationship betweenosustainability reporting and financial performanceoto 

see what motivatesofirms to voluntary initiateosustainability reporting. Using Spearman’sorank-

order correlation theyofound out that ReturnoonoEquity and ReturnoonoAssets were 

positivelyocorrelated and significant. 

Locally, Makori and Jagongo (2013) investigatedointoowhether thereois any significant 

relationshipobetween environmental accountingoand profitability ofoselected firms listed in India. 

They foundothat there is significantonegative relationship betweenoEnvironmental Accounting and 

ReturnoonoCapital Employed (ROCE)oandoEarnings per Share (EPS)oandoaosignificant positive 

relationshipobetween Environmental AccountingoandoNet Profit Margin andoDividend per Share. 

Onotheootherohand, Freedman and Jaggio(2012)oinvestigated the relationship between 

theofinancialoperformance and socialodisclosures. For theirosocialodisclosure variables, the 

employee engagementoand employee relationsoindices, they gaveotheodifferent social issues 

differentoweights in the index, whichodid not significantly giveoaodifferent outcome than equal 

weightotooall the items. Similarly, Ngatiao(2014)oexamined sustainability reportingoandofinancial 

performance ofoselected companies listedoatothe Nairobi securities exchangeoinoKenya. It was 

asserted thatosocialodisclosure had the greatestoeffect on financial performanceoofocompanies 

followed by uniquenessooforesources and proficiencyodisclosure while environment conservation 

disclosureohadotheoleastoeffect.  

Nixon, Hellen and Kennedy (2014) did a study on Sustainable reporting and rapid growth of local 

banks in Nairobi County- The study revealed that 11.0% of banks sustained growth can be 

attributed to investment in Sustainable reporting activities.  
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Lastly, Kraft and Hage (2010) asserted noosignificantocorrelation between economicodisclosure 

and the company’soprofit goals. However, significantocorrelation was foundobetween the 

economic disclosureoand the financial performanceoinoprevious years. This evidenceosuggests a 

previous performanceocauses height of community serviceorelationship. 

Clearly, manyostudiesohaveofocusedoon banks and other sectors, which operate under different 

business environments and hence the findings cannot be generalized. The local studies focused on 

aspects other than how sustainable reporting impacts competitive advantage of the firm. Therefore 

thereoexistsoaoknowledgeogap which thisostudy seeks to fill. There is limited literature 

concerning the direct association between sustainable reporting and competitive advantage within 

the listedofirms at the Nairobi SecuritiesoExchange. This study will therefore address 

theofollowingoresearch question. Whatoisothe relationship betweenosustainability reporting 

and  competitiveoadvantage of firmsolisted at the NairobioSecuritiesoExchange, Kenya? 

1.3 Research Objective 

The objectiveoof the studyowas to odetermineothe relationshipobetween sustainability reporting 

and competitive advantage of firmsolistedoatothe Nairobi SecuritiesoExchange. 

1.4 Value of the Study 

The findingsoof this studyowill help company management, shareholders, potential investors, and 

stakeholders understand the association between sustainable reporting vis-à-vis the profitability of 

a firm. Privateosectoroactors have anoinherent interest in seeing sustainableodevelopment succeed 

asotheiroability to prosper andogrowodepends on the existenceoofoaoprosperous and 
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sustainableosociety. Understanding the value of sustainability wouldoenableoKenyanobusinesses 

to better internalize theiroexternalities, incrementally leadingotoolessowater and air pollution.  

The government of Kenya will be a beneficiary of this study. This study measured the sustainable 

reporting index of listedofirmsoin Kenya and theoresults obtained will enable the government 

tooknowothe level of environmental,osocial and economic disclosureoinothe country. This will 

guide on development of policies relating to sustainable development goals that will provide 

incentives to companies that embraces sustainability reporting through full sustainable reporting 

disclosure. 

Finally, the study also seeks to contribute tootheobodyoof knowledge byoproviding a platform 

upon which further studies on sustainable reporting can be done, while equally providing other 

researchers with a basis for citation and formulating their own research gaps as they conduct their 

studies in the future. Similarly, thisostudyowillohelp in facilitating theoryotesting.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

The literature coversothe key theories underpinning theostudyoandotheoempirical studies carried 

out in the area of sustainable reporting. The chapter will expound on the research gaps that exists 

on the relationship between sustainable reporting and competitive advantage.  

2.2 Theoretical Framework 

Thisostudy was based onotwootheories namely, Stakeholder theoryoand Legitimacy Theory. 

2.2.1 Stakeholder Theory 

According to Freemano(1984), a company shouldobe managed takingointooconsideration the 

interests andorelationships of all itsostakeholders. This theoryoconsiders a wideroconstituent rather 

than focusing on shareholders. Proponentsoofothis theory haveotherefore advocated for 

ethicsoinobusiness to discourageopractices aimed atoshareholder value maximizationoat the expense 

of other stakeholders. Such practices could include unfair trade competition, company downsizing 

andootheronegative impacts onoemployees,oenvironment and local communities. Based on its 

descriptive accuracy, normative validity and instrumental power, proponents of this theory have 

used this to advance it and also justify it in the management literature (Gompers and Metrick 2003). 

While the interrelation between the above aspects of the theory is important, they are at the same 

time unique on their own with dissimilar evidence and argument types, hence impacting 

differently. 
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On the basis of the above foregoings, a conclusion is drawn that the aspects of the stakeholder 

assumptions are equally supportive and fundamental, basedoonopresumptions of the theory, it’s 

increasinglyobecoming a requirement foroboardsoto create corporate codesoofoethics, social and 

environmentaloreporting. All these areoaimed at ensuring thatodirectors acknowledge the wider 

corporateoobligations beyond maximising shareholderovalue or that suchoobjectiveois attained 

within certain ethicaloconstraints. 

2.2.2 Legitimacy Theory 

It was developed by Dowling and Pfeffer (1975) based on an organizational legitimacy which is a 

situation which exists whenever the value system of an entity is congruent with that of the larger 

social system. In case of a disparity among the twoosystems, there was a challenge to the 

entity’solegitimacy. It is a resource that society is dependent upon for its ensured survival (Pfeffer, 

1975). According to Gray, Kouhy and Lavers (1995), it has an advantage compared to other 

theories because it brings out various ways in which strategies on disclosures that firms can adopt 

to legitimize their existence that may be empirically tested. Campbell, Craven and Shrives (2003) 

investigated the extent to which the legitimacy gap is closed by voluntary disclosures. They argued 

that disclosures can limit the perception of society regarding companies considered to be 

illegitimate. 

Dowling and Pfeffer (1975) ascertained that giving information to the public about any changes in 

their behavior, changing public perceptions about the organization without changing their 

behavior, manipulatingoperceptions through deflection of attentionofromoanoissueoof concern to 

anotheroissueoandoby changing the societal expectationsoabout their behavior are the four 

strategies of improving their legitimacy. Despite the many efforts of legitimacy in maintaining 
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good company image, Mathews (1993) argued that it may face periods of crisis because it is not a 

constant concept due to varied opinions from the society and their varied levels of dependence on 

the society. Neu,Yükçü and Kaplanoğlu, (1998) statedothatocompanies try to manageotheir 

legitimacyobecause it ensures the flow ofocapital resources, human resources and enlarges the 

consumer base which is essential for company survival. It also goes a long way to pre-empt 

regulatory barriers in the absence of legitimacy.  

This study was informed by Legitimacy theory as a result of the fact that companies that find 

themselves in a legitimacy gap are forced to engage themselves on more positive environmental 

and social reporting so that its going concern is not threatened. Furthermore,. this theory drives 

those firms  that are not in breach of their environmental contract to regularly disclose their 

sustainability reports for the good of their legitimacy 

2.3 Empirical Studies and Research Gaps 

Fernandez (2013) studied on correlation between corporate environmental reporting and 

financialoperformance of firms listedoinotheomanufacturing, construction andoalliedosector at the 

NSE in Kenya. Althoughotheostatistical test showed a positive correlation, the association was 

insignificant. Similarly, Shad, (2012) did a studyoonothe effect ofocorporate environmental 

reporting on the financialoperformance of the Kenyan commercialobanks between 2007 and 2011. 

In his conclusion, he stated that CER activities had a positive influence on ROA and ROE of large 

and medium-sized commercial banks. Kipruto (2013) examined theoeffect of sustainable reporting 

on monetary progress of commercialobanks in Kenya and it was  found that performance was 

gauged by the use of profits before taxes extracted from reviewed accounts of income.  
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Ching and Venanzi,(2015) examined theoorelationshipobetween theoqualityoofosustainability 

reportingoand financialoperformance. Their findingsoshowothat there is no associationobetween 

the quality of sustainabilityoreporting and financialoperformance. Increasingothe quality of 

sustainabilityodisclosure over time doesonotoindicate an improvement inofinancialoperformance. 

On the otherohand, Loh, Thomas, Wang,  (2017) examined andofoundothat firms with 

sustainabilityoreporting have higher firmovalues than firms thatodoonot present sustainability 

reporting. Inoaddition, the quality of sustainabilityoreporting also has an impactoonofirm value. 

Aras, Aybars and Kutlu, (2010) conducted a study on the impactoofocorporate social responsibility 

onotheoprofitabilityoof Nigerian banks, usingoa model based on the association between CSR and 

the financial performance of banks over a ten year period. The findings indicated a positive 

relationshipobetweenoCSR and financial performanceoasomeasured by profits after tax.  

According to Seidu (2014), his studies asserted that the concept of sustainable reporting over the 

past years has developed in its worth. There has been wide ranging conversations from researchers 

and development professionals who view SR as an area with the capability of lowering poverty 

levels and improving sustainable development in Africa. This study investigated how responsible 

businesses are practiced by foreign Short and Medium Enterprises in the Kenyan agribusiness and 

how their operations spur development here in Kenya. The research findings showed that foreign 

entrepreneurs are involved in decent trade operations in diverse ways and they have a substantial 

influence in local business growth in the environment where they operate. These decent trade 

routines were modelled around the employee’s welfare, local community participation, protecting 

the environment and customer and suppliers relationship with the company. 

A local study was done which provides an examination of the connection amongst financial 

investment in Sustainable reporting and rapid growth of local banks in Nairobi County-Kenya 
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(Nixon, Hellen and Kennedy 2014). The study revealed that 11.0% of banks sustained growth can 

be attributed to investment in Sustainable reporting activities. This reveals that there exists a 

positive connection between investment in sustainable reporting and banks increased growth. It 

was apparent from the study that the banks owners can invest in Sustainable reporting activities to 

create grounds for improving the brand and social insurance. Cavazotte, Chang (2016) found out 

that the connection between sustainable reporting and the monetary advancement of organizations 

has brought about impressive outcomes. Businesses in diverse fields can promote divergent results, 

in this analysis the focus was on internalocorporateosocial responsibility (CSR) meaning investing 

on workers. Theorationaleoofothis study was to find out if expenditure on CSR affects company 

success.  

A survey conducted by Oyelude and Alabi (2013) revealed the need to sensitize librarians on green 

initiatives in libraries, so that information professionals can as well conform to the global trend in 

promoting a sustainable environment. Raising the level of environmental awareness and greening 

initiatives among information professionals, will make it easier for them to become environmental 

literacy specialists and consequently conform to their new role of educating library clients on 

environmental sustainability. Keffas and Freeman  (2011) on his investigation of CSR in a selected 

sample of banks in the United Kingdom, showed that banks which practiced CSR activities showed 

better assetoquality,ocapitaloadequacy and better efficiency in management of theiroasset 

portfolios and this contributed to significant growth in their performance. Ghelli (2013) studied 

corporateosocial responsibility inothe manufacturing sector and found out that the relationship was 

positively linked while a comparative study was undertaken in the retail industry and this study 

showed that in some cases it was negative and in others it was neutral. His conclusions were the 

analysis of CSR on different sectors of the industries yielded different results.  
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Friedman, (2015) did a study on the correlation between CSR andocorporateofinancial 

performance for listedocompaniesoinoChina. Their empirical researchocameotoothe conclusion 

that thereowasoaonegative correlation betweenoCSR and Corporate financial performance.  

Ngatia (2014) examined sustainabilityoreporting and financial performanceoof selected companies 

listedoatothe Nairobi securities exchangeoinoKenya. It was asserted thatosocial disclosure 

hadotheogreatest effect on financial performanceoofocompanies followed by 

uniquenessooforesources and proficiency disclosureowhile environment conservationodisclosure 

had the leastoeffect.  

Ochieng (2011) studied the strategic alliances adopted by Safaricom Ltd, and competitive 

advantage it gained. Applying content analysis, the study finds that Safaricom preferred having 

equity alliances to joint venture alliances. As a result of having strategic alliance with various 

partners, Safaricom gained competitive advantage.  

Karioja (2013) carried out a study to investigate how libraries have integrated sustainability 

practices in their operations to improve environmental sustainability in these facilities. This study 

indicates that, to increase environmental awareness, library staff needs to develop structures for 

change geared towards environmental sustainability or else libraries cannot function as green 

mentors and educators. Libraries need to put structures in place that could be used 

worldwideotooincrease environmental awarenessoinolibraries for information professionals, 

library patrons and policy makers.  

Empirical studies reviewed mostly focused on banks and other sectors, which operate under 

different business environments and hence the findings cannot be generalized. Different studies 

conducted on sustainable reporting used and the challenges they face have used a case study 
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research design while others have used quantitative research, which is different from the approach 

in this study. The local studies focused on aspects other than how sustainable reporting impacts 

competitive advantage of the firm. Therefore thereoexistsoaoknowledgeogap which thisostudy 

seeks to fill. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This section looks at theotype of research methodologyothat will be utilized toocarryoout the study. 

It centers on the researchodesign, population, dataocollection, techniques for the data analysisoand 

analytical models that will be utilized as a part of this study. 

3.2 Research Design 

As explained by Brymanand Bello(2003),oaocross sectional research designoisoconcerned with 

determining theorelationship between variables and also frequency with which something occurs. 

It also involves data to be collected on numerous cases and not just one, atoaoparticularopoint 

and  time.  A cross sectionalostudyoapproach was deemed suitable for this because the study’s 

intention was to gather comprehensive information using descriptions and use in identifying 

variables. The foregoing study adopted crossosectionalosurveyodesign. Sekaran and Bougie 

(2010) observed that a cross sectional survey enables a researcher gain information describing a 

phenomena. This Information is gained byoaskingoquestions relating to phenomena’s 

perceptionsoandoattitudes. 

3.3 Population of the Study 

Population,oaccording to Sekaran and Bougie (2010), refersotootheoentireogroup of individuals 

or firms toobeoinvestigated by the researcher. The population target for this study was the entire 

63 firms at the Nairobi Securities Exchange (as at 2019) categorised in eleven segments. The study 

adopted census survey. The NSE listed firms were selected for this study because, these companies 
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areobelieved to make improvedodisclosures because of theiroinvestor orientation, data is readily 

available to the public and generally deemed credible and lastly, theseocompanies are expected to 

makeonon financial disclores because of stakeholders’oexpectations. 

3.4 Data Collection  

This study used primaryodata. Primary dataowas collected byouseoofoa questionnaire which was 

fully structured.. It had three parts; the first section held the demographic dataof the respondents 

while the second part gave the sustainable reporting, and third part  was on competitive advantage. 

The research used one questionnaire per firm. The researcher collected information online from 

the various listed companies at Nairobi Securities Exchange by use of google forms. The target 

respondents were directors, chief executives, company secretaries, managers and any persons who 

hold positions that allow them to participate in sustainable reporting and making strategic decisions 

in the companies.  

3.5 Data Analysis 

The dataocollected through questionnaires was checked for accuracyoandocompleteness. It was 

edited, classified and tabulated before carrying out descriptive analysis. Descriptive analysis focus 

on working out measures of central tendency and dispersion measures. The researcher calculated 

the mean for the data in order to rank factors that a firm considers in choosing the strategies to be 

adopted. Standard deviation is the most widely used measure of dispersion. It is used to measure 

the amountoofovariation of a set data ofovalues. In this study, standard deviation  was used to 

establish the variation of a particular firm’s data from the industry average. The results of this 

analysis was presented using tables and charts. In order to performoall these analysis, 
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theoStatisticaloPackageofor Social Sciences (SPSS)osoftware was utilized.Theostudy used 

multipleolinearoregression model as shown below: 

Y = β0+β1X1+β2X2+β3X3 +ε 

Where: Y=CompetitiveoAdvantage 

β0 is the model ‘s constant  

X1= Economic 

X2=Social  

X3=Environmental  

ε =Error Term 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND 

DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

This section contains an analysis of data used and deliberates research results on the relationship 

between sustainability reporting and competitive advantage.  

4.2 Reliability Statistics 

The test-retest method of estimating the dependability of the instrument was utilized and a co-efficient 

value 0.8 was obtained which was an indicator that the instrument was reliable as shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Reliability Statistics  

Variables Cronbach'soAlpha 
Number 

ofoItems 
Remark 

Economic factors .873 5 Reliable 

Social factors  .894 5 Reliable 

Environmental 

factors 
.879 

5 
Reliable 

 

As presented in Table 4.1, environmental factors hadoanoalpha value of 0.879, economic factor 

hadoanoalpha value of 0.873 while social factor had an alphaovalue of 0.894. This illustrated that 

allotheothree variables wereoreliable as their reliabilityovalues exceeded theoprescribed threshold of 

0.7o(Kothari,o2004). This, therefore, depicted thatotheoresearch instrument were reliableoandotherefore 

required no amendments. 
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4.3 Response Rate 

The response rate of the study was 71.42% as 45 out of 63 questionnaires were completed 

successfully and returned for data analysis. The results agree with Mugenda and Mugenda (2013) 

affirmation showing rates greater than 50% is satisfactory in the analysis. Babbie (2010) also 

claims that a 60% return rate is decent and a 70% return rate as excellent. Findings were adequate 

to analyze the data. This is a sufficient response rate and therefore the researcher proceeded with 

the data analysis. 

4.4 General Information  

Thisosection is concerned with the generaloinformation of both the firm and the respondent. The 

information helps in understanding the background of the organization under review. It sought 

details on the name of the firm, number of employees in the organization, the sector of the firm, 

year of establishment, how long it has been listed in NSE, asset base of the company and number 

of employees in theoorganization.  

4.4.1 Sector of the Firm 

Participants wereoable to give informationoabout the sector in which the firm is asoshown in Table 

4.2. 

Table 4.2: Sector of the firm  

Sector of the firm Frequency Percent 

Agriculture 4 8.8 

Banking  11 24 

Telecommunication 1 2 

Manufacturing & Allied 6 13 
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Insurance 

Commercial & Services 

Energy & Petroleum 

Construction & Allied 

Investment 

4 

10 

3 

3 

3 

9 

22 

7 

7 

7 

Total 45 100.0 

 Source: ResearchoData, 2020 

From Table 4.2, mostoofothe firms are in the banking sector at 24%, followed by Commercial and 

Services at 22%, Manufacturing & Allied at 13%, Insurance at 9% and Energy & Petroleum, 

Construction  and Energy sectors each  at 7 %. Telecommunications only has one firm. This 

implies that most of the firms listed in NSE are banks. 

4.4.2 Number of Employees  

The studyosought to establish the numberoofoemployees in the firms. The respondents were 

requested to indicate the number of staff in the firm. The outcome of the analysis of the responses 

is as shownoinoTableo4.3 

Table 4.3: Number of Employees 

Employees Frequency Percentage 

100-200 1 2 

201-500 4 9 

501-1000 12 27 

1001-1500 10 22 

Over 1500 18 40 

Total 45 100.0 

Source: Research Data, 2020 
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Theoresults from Table 4.3, indicates thatomajorityoof the firms had over 1500 employees at 40%, 

followed by 500-1000 employees at 27%,1001-1500 at 22% and 201-500 at 9% and lastly 100-

200 at 2%. 

4.4.3 Years Listed at Nairobi Securities Exchange  

The studyosought to establish theonumberoofoyearsothe firms have been listed at Nairobi Securities 

Exchange. The outcome of the analysis of the responses is as shown in table 4.4. 

Table 4.4: Years Listed in Nairobi Securities Exchange 

Years Frequency Percentage 

Up to 5 years 2 4 

6-10oyears 5 11 

11-15oyears 18 40 

16-20oyears 17 38 

Over 20 years 3 7 

Total 45 100.0 

Source: Research Data, 2020 

The results from Table 4.4oindicates that majority ofothe firms have been listed in NSE between 

11-15 years at 40%,16-20 years at 38%, 5-10 years at 11%, over 20 years at 7% and up to 5 years 

at 4%. This implies that most firms listed in NSE more than 10 years are doing very well in terms 

of the market share index. 

4.4.4 Asset Base of the Company  

The study soughtotooestablish the asset base ofothe firms. The respondentsowere requested to 

indicate the asset base of the firm. The outcome of the analysis of the responses is asoshown in 

Table 4.5 
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Table 4.5: Asset Base of the Company  

Employees Frequency Percentage 

Below 10 billion  1 2 

10-20 billion  2 4 

21-30 billion  11 24 

31-40 billion    19 43 

above 40 billion  12 27 

Total 45 100.0 

Source: ResearchoData, 2020 

The resultsofrom Table 4.5, indicates that majority ofotheofirms have asset between 31-40 billion 

was at 43%, above 40 billion was at 27%, 21-30 billion was 24%, 10-20 billion was at 4% and 

lastly, below 10 billion was 2%. This implies that most of the firms  have an asset worth 31-40 

billion. 

4.5 Sustainability Reporting 

Sustainabilityoreportingois a method to internalizeoand improve an organizationsocommitment to 

sustainable developmentoin a way that canobeodemonstrated to both internaloandoexternal 

stakeholders. Sustainabilityoreporting has three indicators which include: economic, social and 

environmental factors. 

4.5.1 Economic Factors 

The respondents were given five statements on economic and they were askedotooindicate their 

level of agreement. The resultsoareoas shown inoTableo4.6. 
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Table 4.6: Economic Factors 

Statement N Mean Std.dev 

The firm discloses their economic sustainability 

information with the help of sustainability reports 

and also with the aid of annual reports. 

 45  4.18 0.95 

Direct economicovalue generated andodistributed, 

including revenues,ooperating costs, employee 

compensation are shown on sustainable reporting. 

 45   3.73 1.06 

 

Financialoimplications and other risksoand 

opportunities are reported fully in sustainability 

report. 

 45   3.57 0.99 

The company supports local procurement  45   3.00 1.02 

The company has set a side budget for Research 

and Development 

 45   3.40 1.05 

Composite mean  3.57 1.01 

Source: Research Data, 2020 

From Table 4.6, most respondents agreed that the firm discloses their economic sustainability 

information with the help of sustainability reports and also with the aid of annual reports with a 

meanoof 4.18 and standardodeviation of 0.95. It was  alsooindicated that direct economicovalue 

generated andodistributed, including revenues, operatingocosts, employee compensationoare 
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shown on sustainable reporting  as shownobyoaomean of 3.73 and a standardodeviation of 1.06. 

Further, financialoimplications and other risks andoopportunities are reported fully in sustainability 

reports withoaomean of 3.57 and standardodeviation of 0.99. The company has set a side budget for 

Research and Development hadoaomeanoof 3.40 and standardodeviation of 1.05. Lastly, the 

company supports local procurement as shownoby a mean of 3.00 andoa standard deviationoof 1.02. 

The overall mean was 3.57 which imply that economic influence sustainable reporting at moderate 

extent.  

4.5.2 Social Factors 

The respondentsowere given five statementsoon social factors and they wereoaskedoto indicate 

theirolevel of agreement. The resultsoareoasoshown in Table 4.7 

Table 4.7: Social Factors 

Statement     N Mean Std.dev 

The sustainable report discloses the company 

concerns on social issues.     45 3.83 0.89 

The firm  employees creates awareness on 

Sustainability reporting    45 3.45 1.08 

The company pay attention to employee health 

and safety.      45 3.90 0.92 

The sustainable report enhance the image or 

company’sovalue in the eyes of allostakeholders.     45 3.69 1.10 
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The company organizes training programmes for 

employees to improve on the understanding of 

Sustainability reporting.     45 3.63 0.99 

Composite Statistics  3.70 0.996 

Source: Research Data, 2020 

From Table 4.7, the company pay attention to employee health and safety as shownoby a mean of 

3.90 and a standardodeviation of 0.92. The sustainable report discloses the company concerns on 

social issues hadoaomean of 3.83 and a standardodeviation of 0.89 while the sustainable report 

enhance theoimageoorocompany’s value in theoeyes of all stakeholders as hadoaomean of 3.69 and 

a standardodeviation of 1.10. The company organizes training programmes for employees to 

improve on the understanding of sustainability reporting as shownobyoaomean of 3.63 and a 

standardodeviation of 0.99. The firm employees creates awareness on sustainability reporting had 

a meanoof 3.45 and a standardodeviation of 1.08.The overall mean was 3.70 at moderate extent.  

4.5.3 Environmental Factors 

The respondents were given five statements on environmental and they were askedotooindicate 

their level of agreement. The results areoasoshownoin Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8: Environmental Factors 

Statement      N Mean Std. 

Dev 

The company follows SDG guidelines when 

coming up with sustainability report 

       45 4.11 1.17 
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The company staff conducts sustainability literacy 

programmes as a way of promoting SDG goals. 

       45 3.73 0.98 

Sustainable reporting of the company ensures there 

is environmental disclosure 

       45 3.34 1.19 

Sustainability Environmental report coversothe 

impacts associatedowith the inputs (suchoas energy 

and water)oand outputs (suchoasoemissions, 

effluent andowaste)  

       45 3.90 0.89 

There is transparency of theocompany’s 

contribution to protectotheoenvironment.                                                                  

        45 3.23 1.07 

Composite Statistics  3.66 1.06 

Source: Research Data, 2020 

As per Table 4.8, the company follows SDG guidelines when coming up with sustainability report 

as shownobyoaomean of 4.11 and a standardodeviation of 0.703. Sustainability environmental 

report covers the impacts associated with the inputs as shownobyoa mean of 3.90 and a 

standardodeviation of 0.89. The findings also gave an indication that the company staff conducts 

sustainability literacy programmes as a way of promoting SDGogoalsoas shownoby a meanoofo3.73 

and a standard deviationoofo0.98. Sustainable reporting of the company ensures there is 

environmental disclosure hadoaomean of 3.34 and standardodeviation of 1.19. Lastly there is 

transparency of the company’socontribution to protect theoenvironment had aomean of 3.23 and 

standardodeviation of 1.07. The overall mean was 3.66 implying that environmental affect 

sustainable reporting at moderate extent. 
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4.6 Competitive Advantage 

A firm’s competitive advantage is associated with many factors that include the customer support, 

intellectual property, cost structure, distribution network, quality, and brand. 

Table 4.9: Competitive Advantage  

Competitive Advantage     N 
Mean 

Standard. 

Deviation 

 

Company gains competitive advantage through 

efficiency 

      45 

4.11 .504 

Company gains competitive advantage through 

customer responsiveness 

      45 

4.54 .505 

Company gains competitive advantage through 

employee satisfaction. 

      45 

4.23 .798 

Companyohas a competitive advantageoover its 

rivals dueotooitsounique corporate culture 

      45 

4.63 .547 

 

Company hasoachieved a competitive advantage 

throughoitsocost leadership strategy 

      45 

4.26 .611 

 Composite Statistics     45 4.35 .652 

Source: Research Data, 2020 

From the Table 4.9, a company hasocompetitiveoadvantage over itsorivals due to its unique 

corporateocultureoa great extent with a mean 4.63 and standard deviation of 0.547. Company gains 

competitive advantage through customer responsiveness with a mean score of 4.54 and of S.D of 
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0.505. Companies achieve competitive advantage through its cost leadership strategy with a mean 

of 4.26 and S.D of 0.611. Further, a company gains competitive advantage through employee 

satisfaction with a meanoofo4.23 and S.Doofo0.798. Company gains competitive advantage through 

efficiency with a meanoofo4.11 and S.D of 0.504.The overall mean was 4.35. 

4.7 Correlation analysis  

Correlation analysis was carried out using the Pearson product momentocorrelation analysis to 

establish the relationshipobetween the variables. Multipleoregression was carried out toodetermine 

the relationshipobetween sustainability reporting and competitive advantage of firms 

listedoatotheoNairobi Securities Exchange.  

4.7.1 Correlation Analysis 

Correlation analysisowas conducted toodetermine the association betweenoindependent and 

dependentovariables. In this study, it helped in determining the association between sustainability 

reporting and competitive advantage. Pearson Correlation analysis was employed by the study to 

determine the association between the studyovariables. The results were as indicated in Tableo4.9 
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Table 4.10: Correlation Analysis 

 

**. Correlationoisosignificantoatotheo0.01olevelo(2-tailed). 

*. Correlationoisosignificantoatotheo0.05olevelo(2-tailed). 

Based on Table 4.10, allotheoindependent variablesohad a positive correlation or relationship with 

the dependentovariable with environmental havingotheohighest correlation of (r=0.690, p< 0.01). 

This implies that when environmental increases, competitive advantage will increase significantly. 

Similarly, economic withoaocorrelation of (r=0.616 p< 0.01) implies that when economic 

increases, competitive advantage will increase significantly. Finally social with a correlation of 

(r=0.606 p< 0.01).This implies that when social increases, competitive advantage will increase 

significantly. 
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4.8 Regression Results  

The study measuring constructs were largely quantitative in nature and thus regression analysis 

was the most appropriate tool to use. The predictive power of the independentovariables on the 

dependentovariable is the reason regressionowas used. The results are seen in Table 4.11, 4.12 and 

4.13. 

4.8.1 Model Summary 

Sustainability reporting was regressed against competitive advantage. Table 4.10 shows the 

results. 

Table 4.11: Model Summary  

Model R R2 AdjustedoRoSquare Std.oErroroofotheoEstimate 

1 .904a  .817  .811 .166 

a. Predictors:o(Constant), Economic, Social, Environmental  

b. DependentoVariable: Competitive Advantage  

From Table 4.11, the R valueois .904 which isoindicative of a positive direction of the regression 

results. Basically, R is theocorrelation of the range between the observedoandopredicted values that 

characterize the dependentovariable and they range fromo-1oto 1 (WongoandoHiew, 2005). The 

coefficientoof determination R2
ovalueowas 0.811. This indicates clearly that 81.1 perocent of the 

varianceoinodependent variable (competitive advantage) was explainedoand predicted by 

independentovariables (Economic, social, environmental).  
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Table 4.12: ANOVA 

 

b. Dependent Variable: Competitive advantage  

 From Table 4.12, the result for the F-statistics (F = 2.427) wasosignificant at 5 per centolevel (Sig. 

F< 0.05), which consequently confirms the fitnessoof the model and hence, thereois statistically 

significantoinfluence of Economic, social and environmental. 

4.8.2 Model Regression Coefficients 

Table 4.13 shows unstandardized coefficients, standardized coefficients, t statistic and significant 

values. 

Table 4.13: Regression Coefficients 
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From Tableo4.13, all the variablesocarried positive predictiveopower although there wasovariation 

in significanceolevel. The results alsooshow that economic had a positiveoand significant effect 

onocompetitive advantage (β =o0.165,op=0.543). From aboveoequation it meant thatowhenoother 

variablesoareocontrolled, a unit changeoin the economic wouldoresult to competitive advantage  

changeosignificantly by 0.165ounitsoinothe same direction. However, social hadoaopositive and 

significantoeffect on competitive advantage (βo=o0.272,op=0.012). From regressionoequation it 

implied thatowhen other variablesoare controlled, a unitochange in the social wouldoresult to 

competitive advantageochange significantly byo0.272ounits in the sameodirection. Similarly 

environmental hadoaopositiveoand significant effectoonocompetitive advantage (β = 0.305, 

p=0.037). Fromoregression equation it impliedothat when other variablesoareocontrolled, a unit 

change inotheoenvironmentalowould resultotoocompetitiveoadvantage change significantlyoby 

0.305 units in theosameodirection. The regression equation wasoasofollows:  

Y = 0.179o+o0.165X1o+o0.272X2o+o0.305X3  

Where:  

Y = Competitive advantage   

X1 = Economic  

 X2 = Social  

X3 = Environmental  

The overall model show that sustainability reporting influence competitive advantage with a p-

valueoofo<0.005 except the economic whichoisoato0.543 and each variableopositively predicated 
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competitive advantage. However,oonly social and environmental were significant in predicting 

competitive advantage.  

4.9 Discussion of the Findings  

The objectivesoofothe study was to determineotheorelationship between sustainability reporting and 

competitive advantage of firmsolisted at the Nairobi SecuritiesoExchange. It was found  that most 

of the firms that report on Sustainability are in the banking sector, followed by Commecial and 

Services sector. Majority of the firms had over 1500 employees and the firms have been listed in 

NSE for more than 10 years and do very well in terms of the market share index. This implies that 

most of the firms have an asset worth 31-40 billion. 

It was found out that economic influence sustainable reporting at moderate extent. Direct 

economicovalueogenerated and distributed,oincluding revenues, operatingocosts, employee 

compensation are shown on sustainable reporting. The findings agree with McFie,(2014) that  

Profit or theofiscalooroeconomic successes are notolimitedoor unattainable by theopursuit of the 

other twoovalues. It is a report toostakeholders on the strategy, performance,oand activities of the 

organizationoin a manner that allowsostakeholders to assess the abilityoofothe organization to create 

andosustainovalue over the short, medium andolongoterm. 

Analysis show that environmental influence sustainable reporting at moderate extent .Oneoofothe 

benefits ofoenvironmental disclosure is thatocompanies get more environmentallyoaware about the 

effectoofotheir business activitiesoandotheir position in the environment,oasothey want to report 

positiveoenvironmental news. Similarly, Shad, (2012) did a study onotheoeffect of corporate 

environmental reporting onotheofinancial performance of the Kenyanocommercial banks between 
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2007 and 2011. In his conclusion, he stated that CER activities had a positive influence on ROA 

and ROE of large and medium-sized commercial banks. 

Finally, social influence sustainable reporting at moderate extent. The company organizes training 

programmes for employees to improve on the understanding of Sustainability reporting. The 

findings are consistent to Armando(2016),oSocial responsibility practices influenceothe growth 

andostreamlining of companies, in termsoofoboth  operational performance (byoincreasing sales) 

andoincreasedomarket value, as well asobyoreducing the risk of litigationoresolution. Chang (2016) 

found out that the connection between sustainable reporting and the monetary advancement of 

organizations has brought about impressive outcomes.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction  

This chapterosummarized the analysis inochapterofour and underlined theokeyofindings. It also 

drew conclusionsoand recommendations fromothe findings. Limitations ofotheostudy and 

suggestions forofurtherostudies were outlined. 

5.2 Summary  

The objective ofotheostudy was to examine the relationshipobetween sustainability reporting and 

competitive advantage of firmsolisted at the Nairobi Securities Exchange. It was observed that 

majority of the firms had over 1500 employees and the firms have been listed in NSE for more 

than 10 years are doing very well in terms of the market share index. This implies that most of the 

firms have an asset worth 31-40 billion. 

It was found out that economic influence sustainable reporting at moderate extent. Direct 

economicovalueogenerated and distributed,oincluding revenues, operating costs,oemployee 

compensation are shown on sustainable reporting, and similarly, it was found out that 

environmental influence sustainable reporting at moderate extent. Lastly, it was found out that 

social influence sustainable reporting at moderate extent. The company organizes training 

programmes for employees to improve on the understanding of Sustainability reporting.  

The findings establishedotheoexistence of a strong positiveocorrelation between sustainable 

reporting and competitive advantage. It was found out that adjusted R squaredowas 0.811 implying 

that thereowas 81.1% variation of competitive advantage due to the changes of sustainable 

reporting. The remaining 18.9 % implies that other factors which lead to competitive advantage 
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existed and were not captured in the study. It was revealed that sustainable reporting  is significant 

to competitive advantage  of organizations in Kenya.  

5.3 Conclusion of the Study 

The study concludes that despite sustainable reporting being on a steady increase from an average 

of 20.33% in 2015 to 29.15% in 2019, sustainable reporting by publicly listed companies in Kenya 

is still low. A few company management is aware of the increased concerns overotheoimpact of 

commercial activitiesoon the environment, and have adopted the conceptoof extending 

companyoreporting to include non-financial aspect. 

The study concludes thatomanyostakeholdersowere indifferent to theoSR and only browsed 

throughoit. Companies hadoconsiderable expenses incurredoinoproducing the SR, without 

achievingoeffective communication. The efficiencyoof this means of communicationois rather low. 

The reasonoforothis lack of interestocannotobe a lack of interestoinosustainability itself, as the 

interviewedostakeholders made knownothat they are interestedoinoissues of sustainability. 

Therefore, SRoshouldobe a particularly suitableotooloof normative management, tooportray 

credibility andotrustworthiness to the company stakeholdersowith respect to theocompany’s 

sustainable managementopractices. 

The number ofocompanies who issue sustainabilityoreports has significantly increasedoduring the 

lastodecade. Various researchesohave been conducted overotheolast decade for examining the 

linkageobetween sustainability reporting andocorporate financial performance. There alsooexists a 

strong theoreticaloframework in support ofosustainability reporting; encompassing Legitimacy 

andoStakeholder. 
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Lastly, the study concludes that there is benefit for company going green. It can thus be inferred 

that companies in Kenya that disclose more information in their sustainable reporting will perform 

better financially and have also outperformed the All Share Index (ASI) in annual returns than 

those that shy away from sustainable reporting. With increased sustainable reporting, these firms 

will enjoy “green goodwill” and improved reputation.  

5.4 Recommendations 

This study found out that that throughostakeholder engagement, companiesocan conduct a 

preliminaryodialogue process with theostakeholders so that they may beoableotooidentify closely 

just whooitsostakeholders are. This is done, on theooneohand, in order to avoidothatotheoSR is sent 

to the “wrong address” andoonotheoother hand, to giveotheostakeholders the feeling of being the 

realoaddresseeoof SR. 

The research recommends that professional and regulatory bodies such as ICPAK and CMA need 

to provide guidelines that help companies to prepare and publishotimely, readily accessible 

andoreliable environmental informationoto satisfy the interestsoofostakeholders. More user-friendly 

policies and guidelines will giveoaoleveloof prominence to environmentalocosts, benefits, and 

sustainabilityowithinofinancial statements and ensure that CER becomes as routine and comparable 

as financial reporting. 

Lastly, the study recommends that both the management and Board of Directors of Kenyan 

companies should allocate sufficient financial resources to ensure their respective companies 

attend not only to their core business operations, but also to their environmental disclosure 

responsibilities to their shareholders and all stakeholders. Kenyan companies should work towards 

creating an environmentally sustainable and better society by playing their rightful role in full 
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environmental disclosure of their environmental impacts and their performance in mitigating these 

risks. 

5.5 Limitations of the Study 

One of the challenges was that, the target respondents for this study were managers. Majority of 

them were quite busy and had tight schedule due to work pressure and could not therefore have 

adequate time to answer the questionnaires at the time the researcher presented the questionnaire 

to them. To ensure that they adequately answered the questionnaire, the researcher used drop and 

pick later method as to allow the respondents to answer the questionnaire at their own free time. 

The current study was limited to primary data that was collected using questionnaires. However, 

it could be prudent when data is obtained from both the primary and secondary sources were used 

to substitute each other. At the same time, not questionnaires that the researcher issued to 

respondents were returned hence reducing the return rate. 

Another limitation of this study is that it only focused on organizational culture; however, there 

are other factors that are very instrumental in the organizational culture. These factors include but 

not limited to power distance, customer focus, openness to change and organization learning. 

5.6 Recommendation for Further Studies 

This research is consideredotoobe a cross-sectional study that used quantitativeoapproach. It only 

captured the perceptions and opinions of respondents. The cross-sectionalostudy using the 

quantitative approachowas selected because itowasotheomost appropriate methodoavailable to 

addressotheoissues given limited timeoandofinancialoconstraints. Therefore, there is need for a 

similar research to be carried out based on qualitative approaches. 
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The focus of thisostudyowasoon the relationship between sustainabilityoreporting and competitive 

advantage of firms listed at the NairobioSecurities Exchange.Thereoisoneed for a similar study to 

be extended in financial institutions to establish the similarity of the finding. The research also 

suggests that the future studies should focus on different variables other than those used in this 

study. 

The gist of this study was sustainability reporting; however there are other factors that influence 

sustainability reporting within an organization. This paper therefore recommends further studies 

on other related factors such as organizational leadership, corporate governance and organization 

design in relation to sustainability reporting. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX I: Research Questionnaire  

SECTION A: Demographic of the Company 

1.  Name of the Company(Optional)………………………. 

 

2. The year it wasoestablished………………………………. 

 

3. Sector of the Firm…………………………………………. 

Agriculturalo[o]o  Automobileo[o]o  Bankingo[o]o Commercialo[o] 

 

Constructiono[o]o  Energyo[o]o   Insuranceo[o]o Investmento[o]o  

   

Manufacturingo[o]o Telecommunicationo[o]o RealoEstateo[o] 

 

4. Indicate the number of employees in your organization 

100-200 [ ]   201-500 [ ]   501-1000 [ ]   1001-1500 [ ]    Over 1500 [ ] 

 

5. How many years has your business been  listed in Nairobi Securities Exchange?  

Up to 5 yearso[o]ooo6-10oyearso[o]ooo11-15oyearso[o]oo16-20oyearso[o]oOvero20oyearso[o] 

6. Indicate the asset base of the company as of December 2019 

 Below KShs 10 billion [ ]    KShs 10-20 billion[ ]   KShs 21-30 billion[ ]  KShs 31-40 billion  [ ] 

above K Shs 40 billion [  ] 
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SECTION B: SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING 

7.To whatoextentodooyouoagreeowithotheofollowing attributes on sustainable reporting exhibited by 

your firm? Usingoaoscaleoofo1o-o5,otickotheoappropriate answer from the alternativesoprovided. 1 

= strongly disagree,o2o=oDisagree,o3o=oUncertain, 4 = Agree and 5 = strongly agree. 

Economic Factors 1 2 3 4 5 

The  firm discloses  their economic sustainability information with 

the help of sustainability reports and also with the aid of annual 

reports. 

     

Direct economicovalueogenerated and distributed, including 

revenues, operatingocosts,oemployee compensationoareoshown on 

sustainable reporting. 

     

Financial implicationsoandootherorisks and opportunities are 

reported fully in sustainability report. 

     

The company supports local procurement      

The company has set a side budget for Research and Development      

Social Factors      

The sustainable report discloses the company concerns on social 

issues. 

     

The firm  employees creates awareness on Sustainability reporting.      

The company pay attention to employee health and safety.      

The sustainable report enhance the image or company’s value in 

the eyes of all stakeholders. 

     

The company organizes training programmes for employees to 

improve on the understanding of Sustainability reporting. 
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The company renumerates employees in proportion to the 

revenue generated 

     

Environmental Factors      

The company follows SDG guidelines when coming up with 

Sustainability report 

     

The company staff conducts sustainability literacy programmes as 

a way of promoting SDG goals. 

     

Sustainable reporting of the company ensures there is 

environmental disclosure 

     

Sustainability Environmental reportocoversotheoimpacts associated 

with the inputso(such as energy and water) andooutputso(such as 

emissions, effluentoandowaste). 

     

There is transparency of the company’socontributionoto protect the 

environment. 

     

 

SECTION C: COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

          8.  To what extent dooyouoagreeowithotheofollowing attributes on competitive advantage exhibited 

by your firm? Using aoscaleoofo1o-o5,otick the appropriate answerofromotheoalternatives provided. 

1 = stronglyodisagree,o2o=oDisagree,o3o=oUncertain,o4o=oAgreeoando5o=ostronglyoagree 

    Component 1 2 3 4 5 

Company gains competitive advantage through efficiency 
     

Company gains competitive advantage through customer 

responsiveness 
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Company gains competitive advantage through employee 

satisfaction. 

     

Company hasoaocompetitiveoadvantage over its rivalsodueoto its 

unique corporateoculture 

     

Companyohasoachieved a competitive advantatge throughoitsocost 

leadership strategy 
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APPENDIX II: Companies Listed at the NSE  

Agricultural 
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